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Showcases 10 significant projects spanning residential, commercial, retail, and hospitality programs, including Choui Fong Tea Café 1 and 2, a prominent tea plantation venue that is one

of the top tourist destinations in Thailand's Chiang Rai province

Each project is presented with full-colour photo spreads accompanied by an informative description, and detailed plans, and diagrams

Provides insight into IDIN's unconventional design philosophy that focuses on harmonious co-existence with site ecology, while emphasising aesthetics paired with functionality

Offers a host of inspiring takeaway points on creative, unconventional solutions to negotiate build challenges for peers in the field and students pursuing the vocation

A remarkable understanding of architectural form and its interplay with nature underscores the creations of Bangkok-based IDIN Architects. This first monograph for the architects illustrates this

unique design acumen through constructions that are at once bold and striking, yet one with their surroundings. The firm’s raison d’être is evident in its tagline: “Integrating Design Into Nature.”

These pages present 10 very beautiful and prominent projects spanning residential, commercial, and retail programs, including IDIN’s very own office; each account is highly illustrated in full-colour

throughout, accompanied by incisive descriptions, and detailed diagrams and plans. The reader learns how IDIN employs creative reasoning to reveal its inspirations and architectural aesthetics for

each project, at times steering away from convention. This methodology in and of itself drives many of the firm’s solutions to site challenges, to arrive at award-winning creations that successfully

blend design aspiration with practical function.

Bangkok-based IDIN Architects was founded in 2004 by principal Jeravej Hongsakul. “IDIN” stands as the acronym for the firm’s design philosophy and concentration: “Integrating Design Into

Nature,” a notion close to the heart of all projects undertaken. Perceiving “nature” in two ways: first, as the ecology around, and second, as character and personality, the firm’s aspiration is to

blend the “nature” in the surrounding with the “nature” of the architectural aesthetic. This is done through a careful process of analysing and prioritising the various needs and requirements of each

project.

Beyond being an acronym, “IDIN” also borrows definition from the Thai language, translating to mean “the natural phenomenon of soil releasing a beautiful scent after rainfall.” This translation

appropriately embraces Thailand’s tropical climate, which poses a variety of site conditions that IDIN Architects strive to respond to, therefore placing its emphasis not just on aesthetics, but also

on practicality.
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